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Further evidence for the presence of an anomaly in binding energies for the "island of inversion"
centered at Z =11, N =21 is obtained by comparison of shell-model calculations to experiment.
The calculations were done with a shell-model interaction that is applicable to nuclei with active
valence nucleons in both the (1s,Od) and (Of, lp) major shells. This interaction is described in detail
as are its predictions for binding energies and energy spectra of Z =8-20, N =18—25 nuclei. These
calculations provide the background for the exploration of the "island of inversion. " The extent of
the "island" and the magnitude of the anomaly is explored by calculating the binding energies of
2A'co excitations of neutrons from the (1s,Od) shell to the (Of, 1p) shell relative to the (Kiev ground
state. The reason why mixed (0+2)Ace calculations are not considered reliable is addressed. Trun-
cation schemes and a weak-coupling approximation are used to extend the range of the calculations.
It is found that for Z =10—12, N =20—22 (and possibly N & 22) nuclei the lowest 2A'cu state is more
bound than the (Hico ground state. The role of odd n nAco excitations is considered and it is found
that the lyrico ground state always lies below that of 3Acu, and for N = 19, 21, and 23, the lowest 1%co

state is in close competition with 2Am for the lowest binding energy. Collectivity is considered via
E2 observables and energy spectra for the 2%co ground-state bands. The reason for the existence of
the "island" is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of irregularities in the binding ener-
gies of neutron-rich A =32 nuclei and the suggestion that
this might be due to deformation was first made by Thi-
bault et al. ' These authors measured the binding ener-
gies of Na isotopes and noted that 'Na and Na
were considerably more bound than predicted theoreti-
cally. Campi et al. performed constrained Hartree-
Fock calculations on these Na isotopes and obtained re-
sults supporting this hypothesis. In particular they found
large prolate deformations in ' Na when promotion of
neutrons from the d3/p orbit to the f7/p orbit was al-
lowed. Later, mass measurements were extended to in-
clude the Mg isotopes up to Mg, and both 'Mg and

Mg were also found to be a great deal more bound than
expected. In addition, the first-excited state of Mg-
assumed to be 2+ —was found to lie at the remarkably
low energy of 885 keV, clearly indicating nuclear defor-
mation.

Investigation of the anomalies in the A =32 region via
the shell model got underway when Chung and Wil-
denthal showed that the binding energies of the N=20
Na and Mg isotones could not be understood on the basis
of the best available shell-model interaction with the ac-
tive orbits constrained to the (ls, Od) major shell alone.

They spoke of an "island of inversion" which we illus-
trate schematically in Fig. 1. The first shell-model calcu-
lations of these nuclei which allowed excitations of
( ls, Od) neutrons into the (Of, lp) major shell were carried
out by Watt et al. They were successful in reproducing
the general trend of binding energies for the Na and Mg
isotopes in the A =29-34 region. They undertook a
mixed (0+2)trito calculation with the 2trtco model space
truncated to trd5/p vd3/2 f7/2 but with estimates of
the effect of contributions from outside this space. Poves
and Retamosa carried out similar calculations in the ex-
panded 2fico space trd8svd3/2 (f7/2 p3n) i.e., the
vp 3/2 orbit was added. They also examined the E2 prop-
erties of the nuclei considered.

By now there is a general consensus that deformations
caused by np-nh neutron excitations increase the binding
of Z = 10—12, N =20 nuclei; and it is of interest to con-
sider the origin of these excitations. There appear to be
two contributing factors. Storm, Watt, and Whitehead
emphasized the effect of the large neutron excess on the
effective single-particle energies. With their interaction
they found that for Z=8 or 9, the effective vf7/2 energy
actually drops below the vd3/2 energy at N=20. As we
will show (see Sec. VA), we do not find so drastic an
effect but certainly the diminishing of the vf7/2 —vd3/2
energy gap with neutron excess for Z = 8 —12 nuclei is a
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FIG. 1. Partial periodic table highlighting the "island of in-
version" centered at ' Na. The extent of the "island" is an im-

portant aspect of the study. The magic numbers Z=8 and
N=20 are emphasized with double lines. Apart from the "is-
land, "only stable nuclei are shown.

contributing factor. However, the major factor would
appear to be the very strong effect of the T=O proton-
neutron (p-n) interaction for just the region in question.
The crucial role of this interaction in forming deforma-
tions throughout the periodic table was emphasized by
De-Shalit and Goldhaber and later by Federman and Pit-
tel. ' The interaction is proportional to the overlap be-
tween neutron and proton orbitals and thus is strong
when n =n„and I =I„as is certainly the case for the in-

teraction of the n6ds&2 orbit with the vOd3/p orbit and, to
a large extent, with the v0f7&2 orbit also, The interaction
is strongest for spin-orbit partners. Poves and Retamosa
discussed a "correlation energy" for (ls, Od) (Of, lp)
configurations. They did not give a quantitative
definition of this "correlation energy" but it presumably
contains the effect of the p-n interaction. For N=20, this
energy was found to be close to zero for Z= 8 and 14, and
to vary parabolically in between with a minimum of -4.5
MeV at Z=11. This is just as expected for the interac-
tion of md~zz with v( ls, Od) (Of, lp}; i.e., the energy is
directly dependent on the number of active d5&2 protons
or holes (as is appropriate).

In this paper we report on a shell-model investigation
of the A =32 region utilizing an interaction designed to
operate in the full ( ls, Od)(Of, lp) model space. There are
several reasons why we feel another approach is desir-
able. Firstly, the two previous shell-model investiga-
tions ' used interactions specifically constructed for the
problem at hand and it is difficult to estimate the uncer-
tainties in their binding energies since systematic calcula-
tions over a range of nuclei were not performed. Second-
ly, in both investigations, calculations were done in a
mixed (0+2)Ace space. There is a serious problem with
such calculations which we shall term the "nkco trunca-
tion catastrophe" and which we now describe.

Since the expansion of shell-model wave functions in
an neo, n =0,2, 4, . . . model space is slowly converging

and the dimensions increase rapidly with n, one conven-
tionally resorts to an effective interaction —formulated in
the OAcu space —in which an attempt is made to account
for the gross properties of the rest of the series in an ap-
proximate way. The slow convergence also has the
consequence that the "n A~ truncation catastrophe"
occurs if the series is terminated at 2fico. The difficulty is
that there is a very strong interaction between the low-
lying 0%co states and the 2A'cu states which have similar
symmetries, even though the latter lie at high energy
(-20 MeV in ' 0), with the consequence that the Ofico

states are pushed considerably lower in energy by this in-
teraction. " ' If dimensional considerations were not a
problem, one could restore the "correct" relative binding
energies —at least partially —by including 4%co

configurations in the model space. But, the fact remains
that in mixed (0+2)A'~ calculations not only are the bind-
ing energies grossly in error but also the mixing between
the two nAco spaces is wrong because it depends on the
perturbed energies. This discussion of the "catastrophe"
is most relevant to calculations in which all orbits of the
two major shells are fully active. If not, then the 2Rco

states of the same symmetry will not be fully present.
Thus, it is possible to avoid the most obvious symptom of
this phenomenon —the large depression of the ground-
state binding energy —by severe truncation of the model
space. This, of course, causes even greater problems.
For instance, the 2Aco components mixed into the low-
lying (Hico states will not include the large contribution
from the 2%co components of similar symmetry (which
would be present in a "full" calculation}, or, if the trunca-
tion is intermediate, then it is difficult to ascertain just
how much of the binding energy depression still remains
and thus it is difficult to obtain reliable binding energies.

For the reasons just described we shall diagonalize the
(Hico and 2%co space separately. In their seminal study of
(0+2)Rcu mixing in ' 0, Ellis and Zamick" suggested
that this procedure probably gives the most reliable esti-
mate of the binding energies of the predominantly (Hie@

and predominantly 2A'co states and our experience in cal-
culations near ' 0 and Ca supports this suggestion.
Since our study is based on calculations in a full
( ls, Od)(0f, lp) model space (or as close to it as possible)
the number of nuclei in the A =32 region for which we
can consider coexisting (Hico and 2fico states is limited, but
it is very worthwhile to consider these in some detail. In
order to explore the 2%co binding energy systematics for a
larger region of Z and N, we must resort to truncation
schemes. We also find that a simple weak-coupling mod-
el for the excitation energies is a very good approxima-
tion to the full calculations. With this weak-coupling
model we are able to delineate the binding energy sys-
tematics for Z = 8 —20, N =20—22 nuclei and some
N=23 nuclei as well.

The interaction used is described in Sec. II. Binding
energy calculations of neutron-rich states in the
A =31-44 region are presented in Sec. III where we also
compare these results to experiment. Coexisting (Hico and
2A'co and also 1Acu and 3%co states of A =32 nuclei are
considered in Sec. IV and the results discussed in Sec. V.
Our findings are summarized in Sec. VI.
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II. THE VVBMB INTERACTION

A. Construction of the interaction

The interaction —designated WBMB—was developed
by Warburton, Seeker, Millener, and Brown' for calcu-
lations in a (ls, Od)" ' "(Of, lp)" model space with a
single value of n. We shall label this model space for
specific 3 as nfp It .is not recommended for calculations
with mixed values of n. The reasons are discussed in Sec.
I. It is derived from an effective one-body plus two-body
Hamiltonian and is composed of three parts. The start-
ing point is the "universal" (ls, Od) interaction —denoted
USD —of Wildenthal. ' Interactions between (Of, lp) nu-
cleons are accounted for by an interaction developed by
McGrory' and the cross-shell interaction connecting the
( ls, Od ) and (Of, 1p) shells was generated from the
nucleon-nucleon potential of the Millener-Kurath in-
teraction. ' We first describe these three interactions in
more detail. We briefly touch on modifications made to
the Millener-Kurath interaction in order to obtain better
agreement with the T=O and 1 particle-hole spectra of

Ca. Finally we describe how the three interactions are
connected.

Wildenthal's USD interaction The .parameters of this
interaction consist of 63 two-body matrix elements
(TBME) and three single-particle energies (SPE) relative
to the ' 0 core. These were determined from a least-
squares fit to -440 binding energies in A = 18-39 nuclei.
In this fit, the SPE were constrained to be independent of
A and the TBME were given an A-dependence of A

The final results had an rms deviation for the -440 bind-
ing energies of 185 keV. '8

McGrory's (Of, lp) interaction Assum. ing a Ca core,
there are 195 TBME and four SPE necessary to describe
the (Of, lp) interaction. The starting point of McGrory's
interaction is the (Of, lp) effective interaction of Kuo and
Brown. ' McGrory performed a least-squares fit to 29
binding energies in the A =42-44 region with only the
eight (f7/2 f7/i ~ V~f7/z f7/z )Jz TBME variable. All
TBME and SPE were assumed to be mass independent
and the relative SPE were set at 0, 2.1, 3.9, and 6.5 MeV
for the Of7/2 lp3/i lp, /z, and Of, /z orbits, respectively.
The justification for this procedure and results for
A =42 —44 nuclei are described in detail by McGrory. '

The cross shell interac-tion The Mi. llener-Kurath
particle-hole interaction was developed to describe non-
norma1 parity states in the A =16 region. The necessary
TBME were generated from a potential

V(r) = V, (r)+ VLs(r)+ Vr(r),

V ( ) V (gllpll+g31P31+gl3P13+g33P33]f ( )

VLS(r) VLsl~tsP +~LsP ]I 'Sfrs(

Vr(r)= Vr[b~r~P' +hVP ]Siifr(r),

where V„VLs, and Vz are central, spin-orbit, and tensor
terms. The P "+' +' are projection operators, the

2m+ i,2s+ i describe the exchange mixture, V& 0 corre-
sponds to an attractive force, the tensor operator S,2 is as
defined by Cohen and Kurath, and by convention

TABLE I. Comparison of two-body matrix elements of the
WBMB interaction with those derived from the Millener-
Kurath potential. Only the sixteen matrix elements that were
changed are listed. All energies are in MeV.

WBMB Millener-Kurath

2,0
3,0
4,0
5,0
2, 1

3, 1

4, 1

5, 1

—3.793
—2.401
—1.490
—2.384
+0.017
+0.217
+0.441
—0.458

d 3/2f 7/2 —3.512
—1.967
—0.925
—2.315
+0.366
—0.047
+0.089
—1.086

0,0
1,0
2,0
3,0
0, 1

1,1

2, 1

3, 1

—2.771
—2.697
—1.134
—1.287
+0.582
+0.964
+0.072
—0.365

d3/zp3/z —2.952
—2.142
—1.180
—1.254
+0.320
+0.620
+0.080
—0.251

6,' —= 1. Millener and Kurath used a Yukawa form-
exp( —x)/x (with x =r/p) —for all the f (r) with
b/p, = 1.18 for f, (r) and fz(r) and 2.36 for fLs(r), where
b and p are the harmonic oscillator and Yukawa range
parameters, respectively. A fairly good fit to the T=O
and 1 "1p-1h" states of ' 0 was obtained with the param-
eters listed in Ref. 17. The choice of the form of the in-
teraction and the values of the parameters were strongly
guided by a desire to stay close to the realistic G-matrix
interaction of Kuo. '

We have used exactly this potential to generate the 510
TBME needed to describe the interaction connecting the
( ls, Od) and (Of, lp) shells. The matrix elements were cal-
culated with an oscillator length b =(41.467/i)ico)' fm
with fico=45 A ' —25 A and with A =40
(fico= 11.021 MeV, b= 1.9404 fm).

A major consideration in the choice of the parameters
of the Millener-Kurath potential was its predictions for
the "1p-1h" spectrum of ' O. In a similar manner, we
are interested in its predictions for the T=O and T=-1
"1p-1h" states of Ca. They are found to be just about
as good for Ca as for ' O. However, as described in
the development of our first version of this interaction, '

selected crucial TBME were varied to give better agree-
ment with the energy spectra and spectroscopic factors
of the "1p-1h" states of Ca. Those varied in the
present instance were the (d3/2f7/2~ V~d3//f7/2 )J7" and

( d3/ip3/i ~ V~ d3/ip3/i )17 TBME of which there are eight
each. The resulting 16 TBME are compared to the origi-
nal Millener-Kurath values in Table I. It can be seen that
the WBMB TBME in Table I differ very little from the
Millener-Kurath values. Since the WBMB values give
what we term the "ideal" Ca "1p-1h" energy spec-
trum, ' this is a satisfactory verification that the
Millener-Kurath potential is a quite realistic one.

The connection between the three interactions is some-
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what complicated by the fact that the TBME of the USD
interaction have an A dependence while the McGro-
ry interaction is A independent. For A 40 nuclei we
adopt the A dependence for a11 three interactions,
while for A&40 nuclei the TBME of the Millener-
Kurath and McGrory interactions are fixed at their
A =40 values. One further refinement was made because
it was found to give better agreement with experimental
binding energies. Namely, in calculations within a
(ls, Od)" ' "(Of, lp}" model space, the TBME of the
USD are given an A dependence appropriate to A —n

rather than A.
All that remains to be determined are the single-

particle energies (SPE). These are assumed to be in-

dependent of A. We use the three USD values for the

Od5~2, Od3/2 and 1s»2 orbits and the relative values of
McGrory for the four (Of, lp) orbits. This leaves the
(ls, Od) to {Of,lp) energy gap to be determined. We
started by demanding agreement with the difference be-
tween the experimental binding energies of 'Ca and

Ca, 8363 keV. Later, this energy gap was fixed so as to
best describe binding energies of selected levels in the
A =35—43 region. As it turned out, that was a quite
small change, yielding 8365 keV for the energy difference
between 'Ca and Ca.

B. Incorporation of the Coulomb energy

The predicted binding energies, Ez;„„ofthe WBMB
and USD interactions do not include Coulomb contribu-
tions, that is, they are calculated for chargeless nucleons.
They are also relative to an ' 0 core. In order to com-
pare to experiment we will add a Coulomb+core correc-
tion, i.e.,

Es (SM) =Es,„,+b.. . (2)

A, (Z) =Es(' 0)+ 18 247. 80—950.495.Z

—162.025.Z +45.296z, odd keV, (3)

where Ea(' 0}=127620 keV [—=b, (8)]. Note that we
use the convention that binding energies are positive.
Equation (3) represents the b,, of Chung and Wildenthal
for Z = 1 1 —20, N =15—20 with an average (maximum)
deviation of 15 (30) keV. The Es(SM) presented here are
obtained from the shell-model predictions using Eqs. (2)
and (3).

where SM stands for shell model, either USD or WBMB.
Chung and Wildenthai and Wildenthal have extracted
experimental values for b,, in (ls, Od) shell nuclei by com-
parison of experimental binding energies of isotope
chains, analog states, etc. For each Z they considered
several isotones near N-Z and adopted a common con-
stant Coulomb energy for all other isotopes of charge Z.
Experimentally, we know that there is an A dependence
of the Coulomb energy for given Z. This A dependence
is absorbed —at least partially —into the parameters of
the USD interaction in the least-squares fitting process.
Since our WBMB interaction is firmly anchored to the
USD interaction, we will use the same recipe. A good
phenomenological expression for the Chung-Wildenthal
Coulomb+core energy for Z =9—20 is

C. Calculations

The calculations were done on VAX computers with
the program oxBAsH (Ref. 25) which works in the m

scheme but utilizes projected basis vectors which have

good J and T. With the computer resources available to
us (the principal limitation is the available disk space) we

can handle states with J dimensions, D ( J), up to
—11000. For larger dimensions, some sort of truncation
is necessary as will be explained in Sec. IV. In oxBASH,
spuriosity is investigated and often eliminated using the
approximate method of Gloeckner and Lawson. 26

III. (hSa) BINDING ENERGIES OF
NEUTRON-RICH Z =8-20 NUCLEI

DER =Es(WBMB)—Es(Exp) . (4)

Apart from the Coulomb energy parametrization
developed here, ( ls, Od) binding energies are given by the
USD interaction ' however, they are replicated by the
WBMB interaction and, for simplicity, we shall usually
refer to the calculations for all nuclei considered as
WBMB predictions. The experimental mass values listed
in Table II are obtained from the compilation of Waps-
tra, Audi, and Hoekstra or the individual literature ci-
tations.

In this section we present predictions for ground-state
binding energies calculated in a (Hico basis. Results are
given in Table II. We include some N 20 nuclei in
Table II because the results are needed to extend the sys-
tematics and for weak-coupling calculations which will
be considered in Sec. IV. The calculations were done
with the normal filling of the shell-model orbits and-
with the exception of Al, Si, and P—without trun-
cation. Many nfp spectra other than those listed in
Table II have been calculated. These include 1fp and
some ~ 2fp spectra for N & 20 nuclei as well as nfp spec-
tra with n )N —20 for N) 20 nuclei. Some of these
spectra are included in Ref. 14. All are available upon re-
quest. For N) 20, there are no disagreements with ex-
periment for the predicted ground-state J of Table II.
The disagreements for ' 'Na were one of the first indica-
tions of the "island of inversion. " Most of the J values
for the odd A nuclei are those expected from an extreme
independent-particie model. Two exceptions are found.
For the Z= 8,10,12 N=23, 25 nuclei, the fp neutrons cou-
ple to —', rather than —', . This is mostly due to the lower

p 3/g f7/p energy gap (as will be apparent from the re-
sults presented for effective single-particle energies in Sec.
V A) but also is a manifestation of deformation. For the
N=22 and 24 Na isotopes the predicted J is —,

'+ rather
than —', +. This is certainly an effect of prolate deforma-
tion. These two effects combine to produce the rather
unusual J =0 for Na from a j (3)j& coupling of
3 — 3+(3)—
2 2

The ground-state binding energies predicted by the
WBMB are compared to experiment via the difference be-
tween the WBMB model prediction, Es(WBMB), and the
experimental binding energy, Es(Exp),
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TABLE II. Predicted and experimental binding energies for neutron-rich Z = 8 —20 nuclei. All energies are in keV. hE& is

prediction-experiment. Unless otherwise referenced, masses are from Ref. 39.

Nucleus WBMB Experiment'

Binding energy
%'BMB Experiment

hE~
WBMB

References

or remarks'

25O

260
27O

28O

29O

30O

31O

32O

33O

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

3 +
2

o+
3+
2

p+
7
2

0

2

p+
3—
2

unknown

o+

unknown

p+

unknown

Q+

unknown

p+

unknown

167 899

169 664

167 912

168 879

164 731

164 484
160 218

159 610
155 235

d; 2, 74keV

d

e; 2, 138 keV

d

e; 2, 321 keV

27F

28F

29F

30F

3]F

32F

33F

3 F

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

5+
2

3+
5 +
2

6
5+
2

2
5 +
2

4

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

187 524

187082

188 452

186 765

187 134

184912
184 813

181 883

185 286+700 2238 [40]
2+, 202 keV

e, [14]

d; 3 —4, ~267 keV

d;2, 17keV

8Ne

Ne

Ne
"Ne
32N

3Ne

Ne
"Ne

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

o+
3 +
2

0+
7
2

p+

2

p+

2

Q+

unknown

0
unknown

0
unknown

0+

unknown

207 726

207 597

210 126

209 183

212 224

211 077

212 752

210497

207 200+317 526

d, [14]

e, [14]
d; 2, 274 keV

d; g.s. only calculated

d; g.s. only calculated

29N

Na
"Na
"Na
"Na
"Na

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

5+
2

2+
5 +
2

3
3 +
2

0

2

4,'2)
unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

223 542

224 923

228 142

228 697
232 205

233 032
235 151

222 818+122

225 374+323

229 585+492

233 128+740
236 279+ 1140

721
—448

—1439
—4431
—4075

f,g; z, 137 keV; [28,29]

f; 0—3, &301 keV; [28]
fg, [28]

2-6, ~221 keV; [14]
, 18 keV; [14]

2 —4, ~424 keV; [14]
g.s. only calculated

oMg

'Mg

Mg

Mg

Mg

Mg

Mg

18

19

20

21

22

23

0+
3+
2

0+
7—
2

Q+
3—
2

Q
+'

0+

unknown

0+

unknown

0
unknown

0+

242 062
243 860

248 355

249 602

254 488

255 362

254 347

241 793+210
244 221+ 138

249 696+ 170

251 877+ 840

239
—340

—1341
—2275

[41]
f
f
[14,42]

, ~254 keV

g.s. only calculated
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TABLE II. ( Continued).

Nucleus WBMB Experiment'

Binding

WBMB
energy

Experiment

AF~
WBMBb

References

or remarks"'

"A1

Al
33A1

'4A}

5Al

Al

18

19

20

21

22

23

5 +
2

1+
5 +
2

5 +
2

4

5+
2

1+

unknown

[4 ]
unknown

unknown

255 352

259 193
264 940

267 262

272 555

274 384

255 092+70

259 990+138

264 860+ 126

267 506+200

272 650+430

260
—797

80
—244

[30]
f 4 &2+, 425&687 keV; [29]
f

f;2, 2 keV; [31,32]

[14,42]

truncated; 1 —5, & 377 keV

33S1

34S

35S1

36S1

37Si

18

19

20

21

22

23

p+
3+
2

p+
7—
2

0+
7
2

0+
& 5+

2

p+

]
p+

unknown

271 373

275 701

283 551

286 364

292 753
294 739

271 412+1
275 894+ 16

283 432+15
285 906+55

292 253+270

—39
—193

119
458

[33]

[34,35]

d, [31]
t~u~cat~d;

2
—2, & 328 keV

33p

34p

35p

36p

37p

38p

18

19

20

21

22

23

1+
2

+

1+
2

4
1+
2

4

1 +
2

1+
+

2

[4 ]
unknown

unknown

281 148

287 172

295 860

299 611
306 674

309 712

280 958+ 1

287 248+1
295 621+2

299 085+ 13

305 987+115

308 407+ 580

190
—76

239

526

687

1305

[36]

3, 169 keV; [31]
11, [31]
truncated; 1 —3, 158 keV; [42]

36S

37S

38S

39S

40S

20

21

22

23

24

p+
7
2

0+
7
2

0+

Q+
7
2

p+

[-,'
p+

308 715
313 224

321 208

325 250

332 746

308 716+1
313019+1
321 056+7
325 430+50

332 857+40

1

205

152
—181

[14]

[14]
203 keV [37 44]

g.s. only; [38]

Cl

38( 1

"Cl
~cl

20

21

22

23

3+
2

2
3+
2

2

3 +
2

2
3+
2

2

317 242

323 468

331 646

337 228

317 103+1

323 210+1
331 287+19

337 085+40

139

258

359

143

[14]
[14]

[141

'8Ar

"Ar
4'Ar
4'Ar

Ar

20

21

22

23

24

p+
7
2

p+
7
2

0+

Q+
7
2

p+
7—
2

p+

327 297

334 017

343 728

350 006

359 551

327 345+1
333 942+5

343 812+1
349 910+1

359 335+40

—48

75
—84

96

216

[14]

[14]
[14]

[14]

41K

K
4'K

20

21

22

23

24

3 +
2

4
3+
2

2
3 +
2

3+
2

2
3+
2

333 869

341 633
351 893

359 491
369 399

333 726+1

341 524+1
351 620+1

359 153+1
368 797+9

143

109

273

338
602

[14]
[14]

[14]
[14]

40(

41C

42(,
"Ca
44(

20
21

22

23

Q+
7
2
0+.

p+

p+
7—
2

p+
7—
2

0+

342 149
350 514

361 862

370 080

381 243

342 056+1
350 416+1

361 898+1
369 830.+1

380 962+ 1

93
98

—36
250

281

[14]

[14]
[14]

[14]
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TABLE II. (Continued).

'The usual assumption is made that even-even nuclei have 0+ ground states. The spin-parity assignments in parentheses are most probable values and

those in brackets are model-dependent speculations. Unless given by the reference listed in the last column, the spin-parity assignments are from Ref.
27.
For Z 20, the WBMB predictions are identical to those of the USD interaction (Refs. 15 and 24) but with our Coulomb+core correction.

'If published, the reference for the spectrum is given. The other spectra are available upon request. In some cases it is judged that the excitation ener-

gy of an excited state (or states) is not sufficiently higher than the ground state to make a clear prediction as to its spin. In these cases the J (or range

of J")and the excitation energy (or energy range) are given in the form J,E . Reference numbers are enclosed in square brackets.
"The nuclide is one-particle unstable.
'The nuclide is two-particle unstable, but not one-particle unstable.

Weighted average of the two or three values reported in Refs. 39, 41, and 42.
gThe WBMB binding energy prediction is for the predicted J .
h Weighted average of the two values reported in Refs. 41 and 43. The measurement of Ref. 42 differs 3 standard deviations from this value and is not

included.

Figure 2 illustrates bE~ for nuclei considered within
our model space. Experimental error bars are shown
only when they exceed the size of the plotting symbol.
An overview of the figure shows very good agreement be-
tween calculation and experiment for all the nuclei con-
sidered apart from the island of deformation centered at
Z=11 and N=21. The USD interaction was already
known to give very good agreement between experimen-
tal and calculated binding energies —the root-mean-
square deviation between prediction and experiment,
b,E&(rms), for 440 levels is 185 keV (Ref. 18). For
35 & A (43 nuclei with Z & 16, N & 20 the WBMB in-
teraction also produces excellent agreement with

b E~(rms) = 195 keV for the 18 ground-state binding ener-
gies of Table II in the indicated range. If now we include
the seven N) 20, Z = 13—15 nuclei of Table II, b,E&(rms)
increases to 305 keV: There is an indication that the
WBMB overbinds the Z & 16 nuclei and we keep this in
mind, but note that the predictive power is good corn-
pared to the magnitude of the mass anomaly under inves-
tigation. A more comprehensive critique of the ability to
predict binding energies would be a comparison to known
energy levels rather than just ground states. A detailed
comparison of this type is made in Ref. 14. It was on this
basis, in fact, that the fp sd energy gap was ar-rived at, as
already mentioned (see Sec. IIA). The present em-
phasis is on ground-state binding energies and so we re-
strict our discussion to them.

It is of interest to compare the predictive powers of the
WBMB for nuclear masses to those of semiempirical
mass formulas. Moiler, Myers, Swiatecki, and Treiner
have deduced a nuclear mass formula based on a finite-
range droplet model and a folded Yukawa single-particle
potential. This model is representative in accuracy of
current semiempirical mass formulas and we use it to
represent these mass formulas. Figure 3 illustrates the
binding energy difference between model and experiment
for the isotopes of both S and Mg. Results are shown for
the semiempirical mass formula of Moiler et al. , and
for the WBMB. We see that, as expected, the shell-model
predictions are in much better agreement with experi-
ment than the mass formula. For the same 25 nuclei in
the range Z =13—20 for which the WBMB b,E~(rms) is
305 keV, Moiler et al. predict the nuclear mass with an

rms deviation of 1410 keV. Moreover we note (i) that the
deviations with experiment are such that the semiempiri-
cal mass formula cannot be used to uncover the "island
of inversion" and (ii) that plots of the two neutron separa-

2000—
I

'
I

Al

SI

CI

0:
-2000

Ca

18 20

Neutron n
22

umber
24

FIG. 2. The ground-state binding energies of sd and sdpf nu-

clei compared to experiment. The sd shell nuclei are calculated
with the USD interaction of Wildenthal {Ref. 15), and the sdpf
shell nuclei (W& 20) are calculated with the WBMB interaction.
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FIG. 3. The ground-state binding energies for the isotopes of
sulfur (a) and magnesium (b) compared to the predictions of the
WBMB interaction and the semiempirical mass formula of
Moiler et al. (Ref. 46).

tion of two protons from the Op to the ( ls, Od) shell both
with and without promotion of two neutrons from the
(ls, Od) shell to the (Of, lp) shell. Such states were
considered in 0 using the latest version of the
Millener-Kurath interaction in (Op )

'
( ls, Od )

' and
(Op)' (Is,Od)' (Of, lp) model spaces (denoted psd and
psdfp model spaces, respectively). The first calculation
involved the full psd model space. For the calculation in
the psdfp model space, the full (Op) and (Of, lp) spaces
were used but the ( Is, Od) space was truncated to protons
in the dszi orbit and neutron holes in the d3/i orbit only.
The 0+ ground states of these two spaces were found to
lie —14 and —20 MeV, respectively, above the
(Op}'~(ls, Od)' ground state. The reason for these high
excitations appears to be the large amount of energy lost
in promoting the two protons from the Op to the ( ls, Od)
shell. Thus, it appears that Op~(ls, Od) excitation of
protons can be neglected from energy considerations. We
shall comment further on this question when we discuss
the role of single-particle energies on the relative 2irico and
ORco energies in Sec. V A. Thus, as in the previous stud-
ies, our excitations are limited to (ls, Od)~(Of, lp). We
should caution that this truncation will lead to spurious
center-of-mass motion which might be excessive (and
which is not removed by the Gloeckner-Lawson
prescription} in soine cases; e.g., 1A'co excitations in Z=8
and 9 nuclei. Checks have been made and spuriosity is
not a problem for the nuclei of main interest to this
study.

tion energy S(2n) vs nuclide can be misleading with
respect to the quality of agreement between mass predic-
tion and experiment.

Because of the generally good predictive powers of the
WBMB for ground-state binding energies, any systematic
departure from agreement with experiment suggests that
a nuclear structure e8'ect not included in the model is
coming into play. We see from Table II or Fig. 2 that the
WBMB interaction does not predict enough binding for

Na and Mg. As discussed in the Introduction,
Wildenthal and Chung showed that the USD interaction
underpredicts the binding of 'Na and Mg, and referred
to an "island of inversion. " Based on the mass predic-
tions of the WBMB interaction, we see that the "island"
includes Na and Mg as well, as was also found by
Poves and Retamosa. We explore through calculation
the extent and nature of this "island of inversion" in the
next section.

IV. COEXISTING Ohcg AND 2%co MODEL STATES

A. Delineation of the calculations

As in previous studies we neglect excitations of a
nucleon through two oscillation shells such as Op ~ lp or
( ls, Od)~(2s, ld, Og). We refer to mp-qh (m particle —q
hole}~ ( m + n }p-(q +n )h excitations interchangeably as
nfico excitations. It is relevant to ask about the binding
energy of ¹-20nuclei for con6gurations due to promo-

B. Relative Okra and 2ficu binding energies
of Z =8-18, N = 18-23 nuclei

1. Dimensions

An appreciation of the dimensions of the matrices in-
volved in the 2@co calculations for the A -32, N-21 re-
gion can be obtained from Table III which gives D (J) for
Z = 8 —10, N = 19—22 nuclei for both Otic' and 2i}ice states.
The dimensions become dramatically higher for
Z =11-14. Only for Z=8 can we handle the 2Am calcu-
lations in the full sdpf space for all N = 19—22 nuclei.

We see from Table III that as a consequence of shell
closure, the N=20 nuclei have considerably smaller 2fico
dimensions than the ¹=19,21, and 22 nuclei. Since we
are interested in maintaining as complete an sdpf model
space as possible, we consider the ¹ 20 isotones in more
detail than the other ¹

=19—22 nuclei in the region of
interest. The results for ¹=20also give us a criterion for
judging the approximations we adopt later in this paper.

The Z =8—10, N=20 2%co ground states can all be di-
agonalized in the full sdpf space, but D(J) reaches a
maximum of 15 003 for J =3+ for Ne so that the com-
plete Ne 2%co spectrum cannot be diagonalized in the
full sdpf model space. Truncation is also necessary for
diagonalization of the 2%co ground states of 'Na and

Mg since these have D(J) values of D( —,'+)=34525,
and D(0+)=20702, respectively. Thus, we now turn to
a consideration of truncation schemes before continuing
the discussion of the N=20 isotones.
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TABLE III. J dimensions of the (Hico (upper) and 2fico (lower) sdpf model spaces for the N =19—22,
Z =8—10 isotopes. The J of the most bound state of the model space is given. Those in parentheses
are assumed.

ZyN=

10

19

3 +
2

686 -'+
2

6 3

9272 (3 )

2

28584' (
~

)

20

1 0
80 0

5 +-

2

2947 -'

3 0
3271 0

21

7
2

1059 —',

1 6

10323' (6 )

38 -'-
2

73024' ( —', )

22

40
1042 0

2

51976 ( —', +)

80 0"
49906' 0

'For sd ~fp neutron excitations only.

2. Truncation schemes for N=20

We shall consider first the effect of limiting the sd ~fp
excitations to neutrons only, truncation T(N). We then
consider three further truncations, all of which also re-

strict the sd ~fp excitations to neutrons. These we refer
to as T (f7/ip3/Q ), T (d 3/Q f7/Qp 3/i ), and T(1). All three
of these truncations allow the full sd shell for protons.

T(f7/pp3/i) allows the full sd shell for neutrons but re-
stricts the fp shell to the f7/z and p 3/i orbits.
T(d, /i f7/ip3/i ) allow neutron excitations from the d3/i
orbit to the f7/i and p3/i orbits only. The truncation
T(1) is most succinctly explained in terms of partitions.
A partition P is a specific combination of active orbits.
Thus, a particular wave function will be composed, in
general, of many partitions:

&=[p(ds/z»p(ds/z»p( i/z)ln(ds/z), n(din) "( in)'"(f7n) "(fsn»"(p&n»"(pi/z}] (sa)

where p (j) and n (j) are the number of protons and neutrons, respectively, in a particular orbit j. The p (j) for the fp
shell are omitted since we restrict proton occupancy to the sd shell in all truncations. Another useful concept is the
mean partition P( Jk ) given by

P(J„)=[p(dsn),p(ds/z) p( i z)/ln(d zs)/, n(d, z»/( nnsi)' (nf n7) "(fsn) n(ps/z) n(pin)] (5b)

where p( j) and n (j ) are the mean number of protons and neutrons, respectively, in orbit j for the state Jk. For T(1), all
possible sd proton partitions are allowed and the allowable neutron partitions are

[4—6, 2 —4, 0—2;2,0,0,0]+[6,2 —4, 0—2;0—1,0,0—2,0]+[6,2, 2;rf, 0—2, r, 0—2]; rf+r &2 . (6)

Results for the four truncation schemes are compared
to each other and to those for the full sdpf model space
in Table IV. The %=20 isotones considered are those for
which calculation in the full model space is possible;
namely, 0, F, and Ne. We include Ar to illustrate
the effect of nearly filling the sd proton shell. The last
column of Table IV lists the percentage of the wave func-
tion in the full 2%co calculation which resides in the parti-
tions contained in the indicated truncation. This percen-
tage is a good representation of the overlap of the two
wave functions. Thus, the accuracy of a given truncation
can be gauged by the deviation of the binding energy
from the "full" result or from the degree of overlap
shown in the last column. Note that it is a rigorous prop-
erty of shell-model calculations that the effect of trunca-
tion is always to render a ground state less bound. From
Table IV we see that the exclusion of proton excitations
has a very small effect for the three Z ~10 cases, and
even for Ar the 2%co excitations are overwhelmingly of
neutrons. A second point of interest is that T(1)—

although smaller in dimensions than T(f7/ip3/i }—is an
appreciably better approximation to our touchstone of
the full sdpf model space. We note two strong regulari-
ties for the four nuclei of Table IV. First, the dimensions
of T(1) are all -24% of those for T(N). Second, the T(1)
contribution to the T(N) wave function is remarkably
constant at -97%. The major change between Ne and

Ar occurs in the T(N} contribution to the full 2fico

wave function, and, as already remarked, that change is
quite small. T(1) can be used to calculate the 2fico

ground-state binding energies of 'Na, Mg, Si, S, and
C1. The nuclei Al( —,

'+) and P( —,
'

) have D(J) in the
T(1) truncation of 32126, and 13315, respectively, and
thus are beyond our capabilities. We derive the small
truncation correction, b(T1) from the results of Table
IV. For A ~ 34 the d»z orbit is at the Fermi surface and
we expect little change in b, (TI) from the /I =28—30
cases shown. These have a weighted average of 594(37)
keV and this correction is used for 'Na, Mg, and Si.
For 35 ~ /I ~ 38 we expect some increase in b,(TI) since
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TABLE IV. Comparison of binding energies of the %=20 isotones for Z=8 —10 and 18 calculated with various truncation
schemes. All model spaces are 2%co except that labeled Ofi~. The calculated (Hi~ and 2Aco F ground states are both J"=—'+.
Coulomb energies are not included.

Nucleus Z Model space
J dimensions

J=o or —'
2

J=4 or —'
2

Exing (keV)
Shell model

% in full

2flco

28O 20 (HKO

Full(2fico )

T(N)
T(1)
T(f7/2p3/2)
T(d3/2f 7/2p3/2 )

1

80
80
23
27

5

0
271
271

68
90
10

41 259
38 303
38 303
37 743
37 191
36080

100.00
100.00
97.44
90.38
84.10

29F

"Ne

' Ar

10

18

20

20

20

ll
2

(Hlco

Full(2%co)

T(N)
T(1)
T(f7/2p3/2)

T(d3/2 f7/2p3/2 )

(H1co

Full(2%co )

T(N)
T(1)
T(f7/2P3/2 )

T(d3/2 f7/2p3/2 )

(H1co

Full(2&v)
T(N)
T(1)

1

1323
1291
306
387
43

3
3271
3118

763
968
114

3
4737
3118

763

1

2947
2882

689
894
96

2
14 758
14 162

3449
4622

474

2
21 636
14 162

3449

64 217
62 879
62 824
62 325
61 820
60 561

89 966
90 754
90 732
90085
89 503
87 887

251 035
248 334
248 092
247 571

100.00
99.95
97.07
90.01
82.44

100.00
99.90
96.28
88.92
79.84

100.00
98.08
95.15

the active protons are somewhat less bound. For these
N=20 isotones we obtain the correction from a linear in-
terpolation between 594 keV at 3=34 and 763 keV at
A =38.

One further truncation was used in this study. For the
N=23, Z =13-15 isotones the J dimensions were just
beyond our resources; D(4 )=13854 for Al and P
and D( —,

' )=16102 for Si. The truncation used was to
take only the most bound proton partition for those neu-
tron partitions with n (f7/2 )+n (p3/2 ) (2. This de-
creased the J dimensions to D (4 ) =8719 for Al, 8690
for ' P, and D( —,

' )=10011 for S. The decrease in

binding due to this truncation was estimated by cornpar-
ing the results to the full calculation for the low and high
spin states for which the full calculation was possible.
The decrease was only -200 keV and so could be es-
tirnated with no appreciable uncertainty.

3. A weak-coupling approximation

E„' '(N =20;223ico) =2 E23(20)—[E27(22)+E23(18)]
—2-2.C, (7)

We have found that the predicted binding of nfico exci-
tations are well reproduced in a simple weak-coupling
model. Thus the excitation energy of the lowest 2p-2h
(2fico) state relative to the Op-Oh ground state of an N=20
nucleus in our weak-coupling approximation is

where all the Ea(N) are predictions for isotopes of the
atomic number Z. The generalization of Eq. (7) to nfico
excitations of the mp-(m +20—N)h configuration is

E„' "(N;nfico) =[Elhi(N)+E27(20)]

—[E23(20+m +n)+Ea(N —m n)]—
—(m +n)(m +n +20 N)C, — (8)

where, for excitation of (Pico states, m=0 for N ~ 20 and
m =N —20 for N) 20.

Many examples of the weak-coupling model have been
discussed for nuclei around ' 0 and Ca where the resid-
ual interaction between particles and holes has an isospin
dependence. In our case the form of the particle-hole
interaction is much simpler since only neutrons are
presumed to be excited. The motivation for the weak-
coupling formula is as follows. Consider, as an example,
the N= 19 nucleus 'Mg which has a (Hico configuration of
one neutron hole (lh) in the sd shell relative to the N=20
neutron closed shell. The neo configuration is then
np-(n+1)h with n neutron particles in the fp shell and
n+1 neutron holes in the sd shell. In analogy with the
expression for 1p-1h states in closed shell nuclei, the en-
ergy of this nkco configuration relative to the N=20
closed shell is
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E(N =19;nhco) —E(N =20;(Hlco}

=e(np) —e [(n + l)h] —n (n + 1)C, (9)

where we write E(N;nfico) for E—s(N;nfico) so that the
normal physical meaning for binding energies (negative)
is retained in this discussion. The term n (n +1)C

takes into account the average 1p-1h interaction C
between neutrons. The particle energy is given by
e(np) =E(N =20+n;OAco) E—(N =20;(Hico) and the
hole energy is given by e [(n +1)h]=E(N =20;Oirico)

E—(N =19—n;Oiiico). Combining these results we ob-
tain

(N =19;nkco)=E(N =19 n—;(Htco)+E(N=20+n;(Hico) E(N—=20;(Hico) —E(N =19;Oirtco) —n (n +1)C . (10)

This result can be generalized to the form of Eq. (8).
The weak-coupling model can be presumed to be useful if
the dominant interactions are taken into account by the
Es(N;Ohio) and the residual interaction C is weak. This
appears to be true in our case. There is the additional as-
sumption that the energies and structure of the e (np) and
e[(n+1)h] configurations do not change much when
they are coupled together.

As stated above, the energy C represents the interac-
tion between a single fp neutron and a single sd neutron
hole. It was evaluated by comparison to explicit model
calculations for those cases which were done. Thus we
use C=143 keV for Z=8 and C =240+10 (Z —9) keV
otherwise. It is perhaps not surprising that this weak-
coupling approximation is a very good one for n %co exci-
tations with both n and N even since in this case the fp
neutrons and sd neutron holes can each be expected to
couple to 0+ to a good approximation. We also find it to
be good for n %co excitations which result in an odd num-
ber of fp neutrons coupled to j~ and sd neutron holes
coupled to jz. The reason for this is easy to see: The
multiplet formed by jz(3)jz is closely spaced due to the
small magnitude of the T=1 particle-hole interaction and
thus the binding energy of the lowest state of this multi-
plet is not much different from the binding energy of the
multiplet's centroid; i.e., the neglect of the j dependence
of the residual interaction between the neutron particles
and holes is not too serious.

4. Results for 2%co excitations

Our results for the relative binding energies, E„(2fico),
of the ground states of the lowest allowed configuration
and the 2%co excitation of that configuration are collected
in Fig. 4. The result of the full WBMB calculation, F, or
of truncation T(1), T, are given when possible; but most
entries are for the weak-coupling prediction, W. A com-
parison of the F and/or T results to the 8' entries for
those cases for which the full or truncated calculation
was possible illustrates that weak-coupling gives an excel-
lent estimate of the relative binding energies.

In addition to the results of Fig. 4, predictions for the
E„(2iiico) of the N=20 nucleus S(0+ } are 3009 keV in
truncation T(1) and 3146 keV in weak-coupling as op-
posed to 3346 keV for the experimental excitation energy
of the Oz state which is presumably mostly 2%co in char-
acter. Likewise we find for Cl( —', +

), 3091 keV in trunca-
tion T(l) and 3195 keV in weak-coupling, while the first
predominantly 2%co state has been identified' at 3708

I

keV. For Ar(0+) the 2irtco prediction is 2701 keV for
the full WBMB model space and this result was used to
calibrate the weak-coupling parameter C of Eqs. (7} and
(8). The Ar Oi+ state —presumably predominantly
2hcu —lies at 3377 keV. We see that the weak-coupling
approximation does an excellent job of reproducing the
WBMB predictions for all N=20 nuclei considered from
2= 8 to 17; while all predictions underestimate somewhat
the separation between the OAco and 2%co states as expect-
ed since the interaction between them is neglected.

A study of Fig. 4 reveals a systematic behavior for
E„(2irtco). It is negative for Z =10—12, N =20—22, has
its lowest value for Na, and displays a parabolic depen-
dence on N, Z, or T about Na. It may also be negative
for N=23, Z= 1 1 and/or 12, but a trend of increasing
E„(2%co) with N for N) 21 is indicated by the Z =8—10
entries. We shall discuss these results in detail in Sec.
V 8, but first we consider the binding energies of non-
normal parity configurations.

5. Results for i%co and 3%co excitations

Since so much energy is gained by promoting two neu-
trons from the (s, d) shell to the (f,p) shell it is natural to
inquire as to the effect of 1Aco and 3Aco excitations, espe-
cially in odd N nuclei. Our predictions for E„(lyrico) and
E„(3%co) are given in Fig. 5. It is seen that indeed the
N=19, 21, and 23 isotopes of Z =10—12 nuclei show
very small values of E„(liilco) and for the N=21 isotope
of Al it even has a negative value. There is a sharp
difference between the relative results for the 1fico and
3irtco spaces versus those for Oirtco and 2fico; namely, we
predict that E„(lirtco) is always less than E„(3iiico). This
behavior will be discussed in Sec. V A. From a compar-
ison of Figs. 4 and 5 we conclude that there is strong
competition between the 1A~ and 2%co configurations for
the ground state of the N= 19, 21, and 23 isotopes of the
Z =10—12 nuclei. Assuming that the increased binding
due to the interaction between the hA~ =2 ground states
is approximately equal for the two cases, our calculations
indicate a quite small difference in the 2Aco and 1%co ener-
gies in several cases. Therefore, we expect both positive
and negative parity states at low excitations and the pari-
ty of the ground states of these nuclei is an interesting ex-
perimental question. For the Ne isotopes there is no
available experimental evidence. The 13 decay of the
A =27 —34 Na and Mg isotopes was studied by
Guillemaud-Mueller et al. while the decays of Na and
'Na were recently studied by Baumann et al. ' We
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now consider information found or reviewed in these
studies.

6. Bearing ofp decay on the J of N=19 nuclei

Xa. For this nucleus —with a known spin of
J =2—we predict that the OAco ground state lies below
the 2fico(2fp) ground state and thus the predicted J" of
the lowest-lying even-parity state is that of the OA'e

configuration, namely 2+ (Refs. 5 and 24). For the 1A'co

model space we predict a low-lying J =2—5 quartet with
the 2 state only 74 keV above the 3 ground state.
Thus both the OA'co and 1A' c(o1fp) spin predictions are

consistent with J=2. Guillemaud-Mueller interpreted
their observations to give no significant p branch to the
0 Mg ground state and a logft value of 5.6 for the de-

cay to a 2&+ (assumed) state at 1483 keV. Baumann

et aI. assumed no ground-state feeding and obtained a
logft of 5.8 for the decay to the 1483-keV level. If
correct, this latter decay rules strongly against the 2

possibility for Na but does not rule it out entirely since
first-forbidden EJ=O transitions of this strength have
been observed. '

Mg. The relatively strong p branching to low-lying
states of 'Al —for which even parity is demanded by its

p decay —rules strongly against an odd-parity assign-
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Fg~. 4. Neutron-rich nuclei in the A =32 region. The listed numbers are the predicted excitation energies {in keV) of the 2Acu

ground state relative to the $6& ground state, E„(2AM). The symbols denote weak coupling, 8' the full WBMB model space F and
the truncation T(1) with the correction 5( Tl), T. We label the excitation energies beyond our computational resources with asterisks
and, for these cases, show the J dimension of the %+2 isotope necessary to provide the weak-coupling {W') prediction. The magic
numbers Z= 8 and %=20 are emphasized with double lines.
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ment to the 'Mg ground state for which the (%a and
I%co(lfp) predictions are J =—', + and —', (from weak

coupling), respectively. Information on 'Mg also comes
from the decay of 'Na. 'Na has a most probable J =—',
ground state and since %=20 we clearly expect a —', as-

signment. Baumann et al. reported a branch to the
'Mg ground state with logft=4. 9. This is further evi-

dence for an even-parity assignment to the 'Mg ground
state. Baumann et al. reported the presence of five excit-
ed states below 2 MeV in 'Mg, all with /3 feedings from
'Na corresponding to logfr ~ 5.9. These results are con-

sistent with our predictions concerning the commence-
ment of odd-parity states at a low excitation energy.
Baumann et al. observed a first-excited state at 50 keV
with a logft of 6.0 and a meanlife of 23 ns. This latter y

decay is fast enough so that it must be dipole. Our re-

sults would favor odd parity for this excited state since
the first OAu excited state of J =—,'is predicted by the

USD at 1550 keV. If the 50-keV state does have odd par-

ity, then a —', assignment would be indicated since only

EJ=O first-forbidden decays are observed with such low

values of logft. '

Al. The ground state has been assigned J =1+ from
its P decay.

7. Bearing ofP decay on the I of%=2I nuclei

Na. The Otic'( 1fp) spectrum of Na is characterized
by a low-lying 2-6 quintet with a 3 state only 34 and 78
keV below 2 and 5 levels, respectively. The 2fico(3fp)
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FIG. 5. Neutron-rich nuclei in the A =32 region. The top two listed numbers are the E„(1%co)in keU for weak coupling, W, and

the full WBMB model space, F. The bottom number is E„(3%co) for weak coupling. We label the excitation energies beyond our
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spectrum —for which we predict a ground state 1295 keV
lower than that of OA'co —was not directly calculable, but
the weak-coupling prediction from our calculation for

Na is for a 0 ground state with 3,2, and 4 states
at 73, 329, and 424 keV, respectively. The P results for

Na decay are consistent with an odd-parity Na
ground state since the lowest states in Mg to which de-
cays are observed are at 2859 and 3037 keV. These ener-
gies are in not bad agreement with our expectations for
the excitation energies of the lowest-lying odd-parity
states in Mg as can be deduced from Figs. 4 and 5. The
Ih'ro(2fp) spectrum calculated for Na is —like the 2A'ro

spectrum —rather unusual. We predict a 0+ ground
state followed by 2+, 1+, and 3 states at 224, 263, and
408 keV. These states arise primarily from the coupling

j j„with both j and j„equal to —, as found for the
even X Na isotopes and the N=23 Ne and Mg nuclei (see
Sec. III A). The Na P results are also consistent with
a lh'co(2fp) 0 Na ground state; i.e., decay to the 0+

Mg ground state would be isospin forbidden and decay
to the 2,+ state would be AJ =2 so that the major decays
should be to 1+ states for which commencement at 2859
keV in Mg seems reasonable.

Mg. There is not enough information on Mg to
reach any conclusions regarding the J" of its ground
state. We note that, like Na, we predict a very close
competition between IRro(2fp) and 2fico(3fp).

Al. Recent experimental results for Al decay are
in excellent accord with the (Hiro( 1fp) prediction ' of 4
for the Al ground state and an odd-parity Ifiro(1 fp)
spectrum commencing at -4.2 MeV in Si.

8. Bearing ofP decay on

the J"of N=19 and 21 nuclei: summary

We conclude that the N=19 isotopes most likely all
have normal parity. We have no evidence for a non-
normal parity ground state in the N=21 nuclei in ques-
tion, but Na and Mg remain as definite possibilities.
As regards other odd X nuclei, there is not enough infor-

TABLE V. Calculated strengths of the 2,+ ~0&+ (even A) and
—,',+~

—,',+ (odd A) transitions for the A =28—32 /¹20 iso-

tones. The transitions strengths are in Weisskopf units and are
calculated with 5ep =5e„=0.35e in truncation T(d3/p f7/gp3/7 ).

Z B(E2)

28
29
30
31
32

8

9
10
11
12

0.86
1.89
7.26
8.07

11.35

Some trends found for E2 rates between the 2A~ states
are shown in Tables V and VI. The E2 observables were
calculated with harmonic-oscillator radial wave functions
with an oscillator length b =(41.467/fico)'/ fm with
Aco=45A ' —253 . This gives a calculated rms
charge radius of 3.10 fm for 'Na in good agreement with
the measured value of 3.12 fm (Ref. 52). Table V illus-
trates that the B(E2) values increase systematically with
A. The B (E2) and Q (E2) shown for Ne in Table VI
are representative of those for the other nuclei. A break-
down of the contributions to the E2 matrix element is in-
formative. Surprisingly, the ~s»2 and md3/2 orbits con-
tribute 56% of the rr part of the 2,+ ~0,+ matrix element.
Therefore, in our model space, at least, it is not a good
approximation to confine the protons to the d5&2 orbit
when studying E2 properties. Typically, the vf5/2 and

vp»z orbits contribute 10—15% to the 2,+ —+0&+ matrix
elements; these orbits can be omitted without distorting
the B(E2) results unduly. This can be seen in Table
VI—restricting the fp neutrons to the f7/2p3/2 orbits
has little effect on the transition rates. Thus the
T(f7/pp3/2) truncation is, indeed, an adequate model
space for studying the collectivity in the 2%co states. In
truncation T(l), the vs, /2 and vd~/z orbits contribute
5 —10 % to the 2,+ ~0~+ matrix element. For

mation available on the Z =11—13, N ~ 23 to draw any
conclusions at the present time.

9. E2 obseruables: How deformed are the 2hro states'

TABLE VI. Excitation energies, E„(J,"), quadrupole moments, Q(E2;J, ), and E2 transition strengths, B(E2)=[/I.e~+B e„]
for the 2%co(2fp) band of ' Ne. The E„are in keV, the Q(E2) are in e fm, and the B(E2) are in Weisskopf units. (For A =30 and

32 one Weisskopf unit=5. 54 and 6.04 e fm, respectively. ) All quantities are from truncation Itl) except for the B{E2)in the last
three columns which are from the T(f7/2p3/2) and T(d, /, f7/2p, ,z ) truncations for ' Ne and the full (Hie@(2fp) model space for "Ne,
respectively. The B(E2) and Q(E2 J,"') are calculated with 5e, =5e„=0 35e.

2+ 0 -(-

4+ 2+
6+ 4+
8+ 6+

10+~ 8+

12 10
14+~12+

E {J,")

1055
2213
3526
5231
6769
9851

17 310

Q (E2:J,")

—10.78
—15.26
—17.05
—16.46
—17.93
—15.74
—8.42

3.55
4.06
3.84
4.15
3.37
1.63
0.55

3oNe

B

6.94
7.92
7.64
6.66
5.40
4.39
2.04

B(E2)

9.42
12.28
11.13
11.36
7.48
2.52
0.38

B(E2)'

9.39
12.16
11.77
11.41
7.56
2.64
0.46

B(E2)

7.26
9.38
8.90
9.89
7.26
3.00

Ne
B(E2)'

7.92
10.28
8.81
8.27
4.73

"'Truncation T(f7/pp 3/2 ).
Truncation T (d 3/2 f7/7 p „z ).

'(Hico( 2 f p).
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T(ds/zf7&zp&/~), which omits these two orbits,
5e =5e„=0.45 reproduces the Ne 2&+ ~0& strength of
9.42 Wu found for the T(1) truncation with
5e =5e„=0.35. The effect of the increased truncation
on E2 rates is small and regular; however, as we now dis-
cuss, the effect of this truncation on the Q (E2) is drastic.

Results for quadrupole moments are given in Tables VI
and VII. From Table VI we see that the Q(E2) for Ne
have the expected sign for prolate deformation and, like
the B(E2), vary regularly. In Table VII we see that,
unlike the case for 8 (E2) values, truncation
T(d3//f 7/gp3/p ) gives quite different results than the full
WBMB calculation —which is well represented by trun-
cation T(1). Upon examination it is found that the re-
striction of the neutron holes to the d3/p orbit is the
problem; truncation T(f7/pp3/g ) gives acceptable results.
In T(l), the contributions of the various orbits to Q (E2)
are completely coherent (except for a small vd~/z~s, /,
term) while in T(d3/, f,/, p3/p) the main terms,
md5/~~d5/q and vf7/p +f7/p are out of phase with the
rest. We conclude that in our model space, restriction of
neutron holes to the d3/Q orbit alone does not allow an
adequate approximation to the collectivity manifest in
the full model space. It is interesting that this is apparent
from the Q(E2) but not the 8(E2). Unfortunately,
there are not likely to be any experimental measurements
of these Q(E2).

The success of the weak-coupling approximation of Eq.
(8) implies that the 2p-2h states under consideration have
quite similar 2p and 2h wave functions to the %+2 and
N —2 isotopes, respectively. We illustrate this by first
comparing the yrast spectra of Ne (Table VI) and s~Ne

which has yrast 0+,2+,4+, 6+, 8+, 10+ levels at
0,1105,2211,3605,5213,6396 keV in rather remarkable
agreement with the Ne spectrum. The (Hier yrast spec-
trum of Ne is 0,1785,3300 keV for 0+, 2+, and 4+ and
hence will appear as nonyrast states in the 2%co Ne spec-
trum. Secondly, note that —as shown in Table VI—the
21 —+0&+ and 4&+~2& Ne B(E2) values (in e fm ) are
only -9% smaller than those of Ne

The calculated wave functions of the Zfico(2fp) lowest
excited states in the N=20 isotones are as well deformed
or more deformed than those of the known ground-state
bands in this mass region. One can compare the calculat-
ed E„(2+;2trtto)=1055 keV for Ne with those of the
known ground bands. The lowest in the sd shell is
E„=1274keV for Ne, and lower energies are not found

28
29
30
31
32

8
9

10
11
12

(a)

—2.80
—11.95
—10.78

(b)

+ 1.70
—10.92
—2.61
—1.74
—8.22

TABLE VII. Calculated quadrupole moments for the 2%co 2&+

(even A) and —,',+ (odd A) levels for the A =28—32%=20 iso-

tones. The Q(E2) are in e fm' and are calculated with
5e~ =5e„=0.35e in truncation (a) T(1) and (b) T(d, /, f7/pp3/p).

Q(E2)

until A )44. One can also compare the Pz deformation
parameters as determined from the approximate relation

[8(E2 0+ 2+)]'"
(5l4rr)Zr, „

where the 8 (E2) is in units of e fm and r,t, is the rms
charge radius in units of fm. With our calculated r,z of
3.03 fm and 8(E2)=261 e fm for Ne one obtains
Pz =0.44. The largest value known for an sd-shell
ground-state band is Pz=0.50 for Ne [from experimen-
tal values of r, t,

=3.02 fm (Ref. 52) and 8(E2)=327
e fm (Ref. 54)]. In the case of the known 4A'to excited-
state band in ' 0, the relevant experimental quantities are
r, h

=2.71 fm, B(E2)=323+36 e fm, and E, (2+;4%co)
=868 keV (Refs. 52 and 54), which lead to /3&=0. 77 and
make this band appear "superdeformed" relative to the
known ground-state band in Ne and our proposed 2%co
band in Ne (and ground-state band in Ne).

We note here a difference in the weak-coupling analogy
between Ne vs ' O(4%co) and Ne vs Ne(2trtto). The
weak-coupling model has been used to relate the excita-
tion of the 4Am state in ' 0 to the binding energies of the
(Hi~ ' 0, ' C, and Ne states. However, the fact that
the 8(E2) is significantly larger in ' 0 than in Ne sug-
gests considerable mixing of the 4%co states within the
weak-coupling basis. In contrast, our full calculation of
the 2%co states in Ne compared to the states in Ne sug-
gests much less mixing and hence a better application of
the weak-coupling model in our case. It would be in-
teresting, but extremely difficult, to obtain experimental
information in this N=20 mass region which would test
these weak-coupling aspects of our results.

There is in fact no experimental information on 8 (E2)
values in the "island of inversion. " There is one bit of in-
formation on the energy spectra which bears on collec-
tivity; namely, the first-excited state of Mg-
presumably with J =2+ and predominantly 2hco-
was observed at 885 keV. The T(d3//f7/+3/7) predic
tion for the Mg 2,+ energy of 1010 keV is not far from
this value.

l0. Calculations of mixed (0+2)%to excitations

In order to illustrate the "n Ace truncation catastrophe"
discussed in the Introduction, calculations were carried
out in mixed (0+2)%co model spaces for the 0+ states of

Ne. Three calculations were performed and are sum-
marized in Table VIII. The results are as expected. Re-
call that the unperturbed 2fico ground state lies 788 keV
below the unperturbed (Hico ground state (Fig. 4). Never-
theless, in the full (0+2)%to calculation the (Hito ampli-
tude dominates the ground state because the interaction
with the high-lying 2%co states of the same symmetry as
the (Hico ground state depresses the latter well below the
unperturbed 2Aco state, i.e., this calculation lowers the
ground state =5 MeV below the binding of the unper-
turbed (Hito calculation (Table IV). Thus when the fpsd-
energy gap is lowered by 2 MeV for the second calcula-
tion, the unperturbed 2fico state (lowered by 4 MeV) is
very close to the energy of the ground state which results
from the interaction of the Okapi ground state with high-
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TABLE VIII. Results of mixed (0+2)Ace calculations for the
0+ states of ' Ne. The full Oh~ model space is used for all three
cases. The Full( —2) model space uses the fu11 WBMB model
space but with the energy gap between the fp and sd shells
lowered by 2 MeV. The T(d3/2f7/2p3/2)* model space is that
of T(d3/2f7/2p3/2) with the fp sd e-nergy gap lowered by 1434
keV so that the unperturbed 2%co E&,„, has the same value as for
the full model space (see Table IV).

15

10—f

— p)/—P
2

3/2

7/p

Model space

Full
Full( —2)
T(d 3/2f 7/2P3/2 )

*

Ea.f

(keV)

94 943
06064
92 182

E„(02 )

(keV)

4395
1947
1781

Percent 2hco

in 0,+

18.1
49.2
25.2

4J

0 —d,,/2

t/g
S

-5—
5/2

d

lying 2%co states, and the (Hico and 2Aco ground states mix
strongly. ReAection on these two calculations leads to
the conclusion that the wave function of the 2Acu com-
ponent in the mixed (0+2}fir73 ground state will be a
strong function of the assumed fp sd energ-y gap. The
last model space calculation was made to illustrate that
truncation lessens the "n Ace truncation catastrophe, " but
does not remove it completely. That is, if there were no
significant interaction of the Okapi ground state with high-
lying 2Aco states —or if a closely equal effect for the 2%co

ground state and high-lying 4%co states were present —the
ground state would be predominantly 2%co. This brings
us to our final point of this exercise. There is no reason
to suppose that the (2+4)fio3 effect would be equal to the
(0+2)Ro3 effect in a consistent calculation, i.e. , one car-
ried out to enough np nh terms -(whatever that may be).
Thus, even though the unmixed 2A'co calculation places
the ground state below the unmixed (Hico calculation, we
do not know which amplitude would dominate the
ground state in a consistent calculation.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Why is there an "island of inversion"?

We now discuss the mechanisms for lowering the n Aco

excitations which result in the island of inversion. The
first thing to examine is the single-particle energy gap be-
tween the sd and fp shell. The neutron single-particle en-

-10 I I

14 16
Z

l

20

FIG. 6. Effective neutron single-particle energies relative to
those of the d, /2 orbit. From Table IX.

ergies calculated with our interaction are given in Table
IX, while in Fig. 6 we show these neutron single-particle
energies relative to that of the d3/2 orbit. For 0 (Z= 8)
and Ca (Z=20) the results are exact and given by
E(N =20;Ohw) —E(N =21;Ohw) for the fJ3 particle
states and by E(N =20;Ohw) —E(N =19;Ohw) for the sd
hole state. For Si (Z=14) and S (Z=16} the results
are approximate and obtained under the assumption that
the protons have a subshell closure of (d s/2 ) and

(d, /2) (st/2), respectively. Our full calculations for ' Si
and S include all possible sd-shell proton configurations.

The gap between sd and fp shells shows a moderate de-
crease from Egzp 7230 keV in Ca to 5115 keV in O.
This is in contrast to the results of Storm et al. , which
predict that the gap actually becomes negative for O.
Storm et al. do not present any experimental evidence to
support their result. In contrast we see from Table II
that our Ofir73 mass predictions (and hence our single-
particle energies) are in good agreement with experimen-
tal N=19, 20, and 21 binding energies from Z=13 to
Z=20. Thus we have some confidence in the correctness
of our extrapolation from Z=12 to Z=8. We conclude
that the decrease in the sd fp gap contributes bu-t is not

TABLE IX. Effective single-particle energies. For ' Si and "S, the proton Od&» and Od&~21sl&2 orbits, respectively, were con-
strained to be full. The Coulomb energy is not included and so for ' 0 and Ca the neutron (n) and proton (p) results are identical.

Orbit

085/2
1$l /2

Od3 y2

Of7/2

1p3/2

1p& z2

Of3/2

gap

160

p/n

—3948
—3164
+ 1647
+5645
+5172
+5160

+ 10 161
+9108

—22 959
—20 100
—16 205
—8289
—6476
—5681
—2AA. A

+ 14670

280

—7414
—4391
—967

+4148
+4223
+5400
+9519
+5115

—23 791
—17 675
—15 757

34S

—16080
—10 175
—9212
—2285
—671
+330

+2898
+6927

3eS

—17 907
—14 719
—11 080

—3908
—3432
—1951
+ 1450
+7172

40Ca

p/n

—23 014
—18 326
—15 596

—8366
—6266
—4466
—1867
+7230

'Gap is the energy difference between the highest occupied (or, for ' 0, the lowest available) positive-parity state and the lowest
negative-parity state for the indicated particle.
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the primary cause of the inversion.
For proton excitations we note that the gap between

the 1&/2 and fz/2 orbits is very large for ~sO (14.7 MeV),
and sd fp -excitations for protons can be ignored, as we
discussed in connection with the results of Table IV. Of
course, the sd fp -gap is the same for protons and neu-
trons in Ca and both excitations must be considered.
However, as we also discussed in Sec. IVB3, the low-

lying 2%co states in Ar are already dominated by the ex-
citation of neutrons.

The excitation energy of the lfico(1fp) neutron lp-lh
state in the N=20 isotones (see Fig. 5) is close to the gap
energy E, for 0 and not too different for Si and P.
As Z increases, the lowering of the lh'co( 1fp) excitation
to 2404 keV in 'Na and its increase back up to 4747 keV
in Si is an aspect of the correlation energy (but on a
smaller scale) which will now be discussed in soine detail
for the 2Am excitations in N=20 and the 1%co excitations
in N=19 and 21.

First we consider the 2Acu excitations for N=20. It is
noted from Fig. 4 that the excitation energy of the 2%co

neutron excitations is always much lower than twice the
single-particle energy gap (2 Es,~=2 5115 keV in the
case of 0). There are two factors which contribute to
this lowering: (a) an increase in the neutron-neutron in-

teraction energy E„„and (b) the increase in the proton-
neutron interaction energy E „. Since the monopole in-

teraction is taken into account by the changes in the
single-particle energies, E„„is primarily due to the resid-
ual "pairing" interaction, and E „ is primarily due to the
residual Q Q interaction.

E„„canbe estimated from the calculated excitation en-

ergy of the 2p-2h state in 0; Epp Ex 2 Egap=3038 —2 5115 keV = —7192 keV (with the weak-
coupling estimate for E„). Since E„„only depends on the
neutron configurations, we expect it to be approximately
independent of Z. Thus the proton-neutron contribution
E „as a function of Z can be estimated from
E&„(Z)=E„(Z)—2 E, E„„with E,—=5115 keV and

E„„=—7192 keV. For Z=9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 we

thus obtain E „=—1752, —3736, —3540, —3954,
—2184, and —1222 keV, respectively. These turn out to
be qualitatively similar to the "correlation" energy dis-
cussed by Poves and Retamosa (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 7).
However, a quantitative comparison cannot be made
since the correlation energy is not well defined by Poves
and Retamosa.

From the above analysis we can now see that there are
three important mechanisms which combine to give the
inversion of 2fico relative to (Hire: the (small) reduction in

the single-particle gap, the increase in the pairing energy
E„„,and the increase in the proton-neutron interaction
energy Ez„. The only one which should have a strong Z
dependence is E „.

When both protons and neutrons fill the beginning of a
major shell there are strong u-type correlations which
lead to well defined prolate deformations. This is the
case for Ne and Mg in the sd shell. When one or both
types of particle are filling to the middle or end of a ma-

jor shell there is a competition between prolate and oblate

deformations as in the case of Si, S, and Ar in the sd
shell. In all N =Z cases for Z =10—18 there are low-

lying collective 2+ states. The type and amount of collec-
tiveness is sensitive to the degeneracy of the single-
particle orbits in the major shell. The prolate deforma-
tion of Ne and Mg is reinforced by the nearness of the
d»2 and s»z orbits in the lower part of the sd shell.

For the 2ficu configurations in N=20, we note that the
two-neutron configuration will always tend toward collec-
tivity because the f7/2 and p3/2 neutrons orbits are close
for all Z values (see Table IX). However, the situation
for the two-proton configuration is quite different. At
N=20 and Z=8 the d, /2 orbits and s, /2 proton orbits
are close (see Table IX) and this reinforces the collectivity
of the (vfp) (lsd) configuration near O. Hence E „ is
large for Ne. However, as noted from Table IX, the
gap between the d, /z and s, /z states increases to about 6
MeV for Si. In this case the d5&2 protons tend to form a
closed shell, and the energy of the OAco 2+ state in Si is
very high (4.9 MeV). Thus in the weak-coupling model
the contribution to E „ is greatly reduced, and would be
zero in the limit of a (d 5/2 ) proton closed-shell
configuration (since only the monopole term can contrib-
ute in this case). This is the reason for the strong Z
dependence in E „and for the end of the island of inver-
sion at Si. As a consequence of the large d5&2

—s»2
proton splitting in Si, the d5&2 proton truncation as-
sumed by Poves and Retamosa may be partly useful for
nuclei just below Si (with some efFective interaction
changes), but closer to 0 the explicit contribution from
the proton s, &2 orbit must be taken into account, and for
the Gamow-Teller decay properties the d3/p orbit will al-
ways be important.

The E„„contribution to the 1Am excitation energy in
the N= 19 nuclei can be estimated from 0 as
E E Eg p

2 1 10 5 1 1 5 keV 2077 keV Ep as
a function of Z is then about —1448, —1899, —1804,
—2102, —1151, and —1175 keV for F, Ne, Na,
'Mg, Al, and Si, respectively. The results for the 1%co

states of the N=21 nuclei are E„„=—4187 keV and

E&„(Z)= —304, —1837, —1736, —1862, —1033, and
—47 keV for F, 'Ne, Na, Mg, Al, and Si, respec-
tively. The lowering of these states is due to the
He( H)-type correlation energy, and the relative magni-

tudes of these E „(1A'co) relative to the E~„(2fico) due to
the cz-type correlations discussed at the beginning of this
section are reasonable. The inversion of the 2A~ excita-
tions relative to OAco appears when the OA~ ground state
is itself not very collective. The reason why there is not
an inversion of the 3Aco configuration relative to 1Aco in
N=19 and 21 is probably because the 1Aco ground states
are themselves already fairly collective.

It is well known that nkvd spectra often lie very low in
excitation energy for the reasons discussed above. The
low-lying 4%co 4p-4h state in ' 0 and its explanation in
terms of a weak-coupling model is perhaps the most
famous example. In fact, if the p-sd single-particle gap
were only about 1 MeV smaller than what it actually is,
this 4p-4h state would probably be the ground state of
' 0 and the island of inversion near 'Na would not be so
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unique. The same can be said of Ca. But by the time
we reach /I =80 the nominal shell closure of the fp shell
is lost by the lowering of the g9/7 orbit, and beyond this
point it is well known that magic numbers are no longer
those of the major harmonic-oscillator shell. The mecha-
nisms behind our island of inversion are also responsible
for the low-lying excited 0+ states known in the Sn and
Pb isotopes. This suggests obvious applications of the
weak-coupling approximation to these heavy nuclei.

B. Comparison to Poves and Retamosa

Considering the differences in model space and in ap-
proach, our results are in quite good agreement
with those of Poves and Retamosa. There are some
points of difference. Their model space was
mds/z vd3/i (f7/2 p3/i) and the effects of this trunca-
tion can be seen if one looks at the Q (E2) they found for

Ne (see the discussion in Sec. IVB7). The major
difference is in interpretation. It is difficult to reconcile
their very low energy for the 2'~ 2+ state (about 300
keV) with their moderate B(E2) values —their 8(E2)
values are only about half as large as ours (taking into ac-
count the difference between our effective charge of 0.35
and their effective charge of 0.5). Their very low 2+ ener-

gy would suggest a "superdeformation" whereas their
8 (E2) values suggest a very moderate deformation
(about half that of Ne). On the other hand, as discussed
in Sec. IV B 7, both our 2+ energy and B (E2) value sug-
gest a deformation comparable to that of Ne.

C. Comparison of 1%co and 2%co

binding energies to experiment

By considering 2fico and (1+3)irido excitations we have
achieved an understanding of the "island of inversion. "
What sort of quantitative agreement do we find between
our predicted binding energies and experiment in the "is-
land" region. A glance at Table II or Fig. 2 reveals that
the USD does rather badly for the 0%co binding energies
of the N=18 isotones with Z =9-13. It overbinds them
consistently. The reason for this is not known but is a
subject for later study. If it is an N dependent effect of
extrapolating away from stability then it could explain
why the same trend is found for the WBMB predictions
for N =21—22 (Sec. III). It also could mean that the
overbinding in the "island" is worse than is apparent
from the comparison shown in Table EI. Keeping this in
mind, we look at the N =19—22 Na and Mg isotopes.
For N= 19 our results are that the ground states could be
either (Hie@ or Iirico. In either case the (n +2)fico excita-
tion lies close enough to explain the small discrepancy
with experiment via the mutual repulsion of nRco and
(n +2)A'co states. Actually, the only serious disagreement
with experiment for %=19 is that of Al and for this
case we have no explanation. For N=20 the situation is
similar. Combining the results of Table II and Fig. 4, we
find we underbind 'Na and Mg by 675+492 and
375+170 keV, respectively. Again, the small discrepancy
is about what seems reasonable for the effects of mixing
of (Hico and 2%co states. For N=21 and assumed 1Rco

even-parity Z= 11 and 12 ground states the discrepancies
are 1185+840 keV for Mg and 3136+740 keV for Na.
In both cases the unperturbed (Hico ground state lies —1

MeV higher. For Na the discrepancy seems larger than
can be explained by mixing. The case of odd-parity
ground states is very similar and leads to the same
discrepancies. Finally, for N=22 the disagreement for

Na is again very large, 3648+1140 keV. The mass of
Mg is not known. It would seem that either there is

some further experimental error in the very difficult mea-
surements of these neutron-rich Na masses or we are
missing an important ingredient in our calculation. One
possibility for the latter is that 4fico excitations are too
important to neglect. We have shown (see Fig. 5) that
1%co and 3Aco excitations lie close together in the "is-
land. " It seems remotely possible that a mixed
(0+2+4)irido calculation could explain the observed bind-
ing. For N=21 and 22, a 4%co calculation for Na is
beyond our capabilities. For N=20, our weak-coupling
prediction is that the unperturbed 4%co state lies 3114 and
2509 keV above the unperturbed 2Aco state in Na and

Mg, respectively. This does not seem close enough to
give the necessary effect.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper we have dealt in two subjects, (i) the de-
velopment and predictive powers of a shell-model in-
teraction, WBMB, operating in the model space of the
sdpf orbits, and (ii) the application of this interaction to-
wards an understanding of the "island of inversion" cen-
tered at Na. Let us summarize these two subjects in
turn.

The WBMB interaction is tied tightly to the very suc-
cessful USD interaction and its own success is certainly
due to this connection. We have demonstrated in Sec. III
its good predictive powers for the binding energies of
N&20 nuclei. In previous publications its predictive
powers for the binding energies of lkco(1fp) states in
N 20 nuclei has been documented. ' ' ' ' ' For all
these configurations its predictive power for other observ-
ables is also good. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' Besides its close ties to
the USD interaction, another reason for its success is the
inclusion of the full sd and fp major shells in its model
space. Thus it is applicable over a large range of Z and N
and the inclusion of all spin-orbit partners renders it suit-
able for the calculation of M1-like observables as well as
the matrix elements occurring in first-forbidden beta de-
cay 14 5 1

Now consider application of the WBMB to the "island
of inversion. " One price we must pay for our desire to
stay as close as possible to a full sdpf model space is large
and time-consuming calculations. Poves and Retamosa,
using the irds/z vd3/i (f7/2 p3/2) model space had, at
maximum, D (J)=800. By contrast we have diagonalized
up to D (J)= 11 000 and that, in fact, has been the restric-
tion on the extent of our calculations.

We have given reasons (Secs. I and IVB 10) why we
have not tried to calculate mixed (0+2Hico configurations
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in a serious manner. Our interaction is not designed for
it. It is conceivable that an effective (0+2)A'co interaction
for the full sdpf model space could be derived in which
the effects of &2Aco excitations were included by an
effective adjustment of the interaction just as )Ohio exci-
tations are included in the standard interaction. There is
much current interest and activity in this direction.
However, it is too early to tell how well this approach
will work.

We have found that the "island of inversion" is prob-
ably confined to the nine nuclei indicated in Fig. 1, al-
though we were unable to clearly demonstrate that Na
and Mg are not included. This conclusion was also
reached by Poves and Retamosa who also did not calcu-
late the N=23 isotones. Although we are successful in
finding an "island" and understanding its reasons (Sec.
V A}, there is one serious disagreement with experiment;
namely, the underbinding of ' Na.

Our understanding of the "island of inversion" is
presently hampered by lack of experimental information.
Remeasurement of the masses of ' Na would be ex-

tremely valuable. So would a determination of the par-
ties of the Na and ' Mg ground states for which we
find very closely competing ground states. These mea-
surements are presently possib1e; more difficult but just as
valuable would be an extension of the known Ne masses
past X)20.
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